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Sunny Days Tech
Rainy Days Law



Recent past 
& near future



Shared planetary 
network (Internet), document (Web)



Shared planetary e-gold: Bitcoin



Shared planetary 
database, file system, processing, and data



Tokenize the enterprise, for benefit of community



Self-driving cars: fewer accidents, more mobility



Self-driving, self-owning cars



Fleets of self-owning cars = car swarms



Self-owning power grid



BUT…



Someone just died in a self-driving 
self-owning car. Now what??



What happens when things go wrong?



Glorious new 
tech

Messy humans
“Things going 
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Problem: Legals get heavy quickly
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A guideline for designing decentralized & tokenized 
ecosystems:

Sunny days tech
rainy days law

That is: 
Constrain & bias to good behavior by default, 

via tech: ux, incentives/crypto, ai
Use legal recourse as last resort



Example:
decentralized IP

(ascribe)
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Sunny day tech:
Simple UX



Rainy day law: Terms 
of service in 
Ricardian contract



Rainy day law: 
Blockchain-backed,
digitally signed COA



Rainy day law:
Creative commons 
licenses too!



Example: 
decentralized & 

tokenized IP
(Ocean)
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(and mo’ compute)

Mo’ accuracy

Mo’ $

Status quo
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Pooled data & licensing substrate:
Ocean







Inside Ocean Core Software

Ocean core software

API. TX model is COALA IP for data.

Data curation: tokenized curation market

Data access registry: tokenized read permissions

User registry: tokenized registry

Data pricing: registry of bids & asks, etc

Rainy days law:
IP & contract

Sunny days tech: 
Crypto incentives



Sunny days tech: Tokenized write permissions

Via role based access control (RBAC)

{

“asset”: {

“ns”: “ipdb.testapp.vehicle”,

“link”: “<hash>”

},

“id”: “<hash>”

}

Image Source: Pixabay. CC0 license

https://pixabay.com/en/lock-folder-icon-data-document-2013213/


class TokenCuratedRegistry
def propose(data)
def challenge(proposal)
def vote(challenge)

Sunny days tech: tokenized actors registry

A whitelist of good actors, incentivized to grow the list 

Propose 
new user 300 

tokens
(stake)

Challenge to 
proposal

User status

Alice “Challenged”

Bob “Proposed”

Mallory “OK”

Trent “OK”

30 
tokens
(stake)



Rainy Days Law: COALA IP

• A licensing framework for digital assets that:
• Is easily approachable by all participants (devs, rights holders, 

copyright societies, …)
• Is easily extensible and future-proof
• Guarantees immutability and tamper-resistance
• Is blockchain-agnostic
• Is free (free as in FOSS) for everyone to participate and use



Rainy Days Law: COALA IP Building blocks

• LCC framework - concise and applicable
• Generalizes DDEX (music), PLUS (photos), more
• By Copyright Hub with 90 partner orgs

• Linked Data, it’s easily extensible
• JSON-LD: URI-linking of JSON objects

• IPLD, for cryptographically verifiable integrity
• Via Merkle-linking of JSON objects

• Interledger Protocol, allows IP to live on many ledgers
• Linking of ordered transactions on blockchains



COALA IP: Creation (a digital Manifestation)

{ 

"@type": { "/":"<hash pointing to RDF-Schema of Manifestn>" },

"name": "The Fellowship of the Ring",

"creation": { "/": "<hash pointing to the Creation>" },

"digital_work": { "/": "<hash pointing to file on eg IPFS>" },

"fingerprints": [

"Qmbs2DxMBraF3U8F7vLAarGmZaSFry3vVY5zytuN3BxwaY",

"<multihash/multifingerprint value>"

],

"locationCreated": "<URI pointing to a Place object>"

}



Conclusion



New tokenized ecosystems might change much of society.
But humans are messy. 

A guide:
Sunny days tech – tech bias to good behavior

Rainy days law – legal recourse if needed
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